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Lactose, an important nutrient:
Advocating a revised policy approach
for dairy and its intrinsic sugar
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Lactose is a carbohydrate and the natural, intrinsic sugar in milk and milk
products.
There is no evidence linking naturally occurring sugars (such as lactose from
dairy products) with chronic disease risk (6).
Naturally occurring sugars in foods are contained within complex structures
of other beneficial nutrients. For dairy products, the collective beneficial health
effects of this package appear to be stronger than that of the sum of its individual nutrients (2).
Unlike free or added sugars, intrinsic lactose in dairy is not targeted in sugar
reduction policy recommendations from health authorities such as WHO (9).
Milk and dairy foods contribute to healthy diets. Their consumption is
recommended in most dietary guidelines worldwide (1) and is associated with
health benefits including reduced risk of NCDs (3).
Naturally occurring lactose in dairy should not be penalized in public health
policies.
National authorities are encouraged to take this into consideration when
designing and promoting domestic nutrition policies, including reduction in
consumption of sugar.

Nutritious dairy, lactose, its intrinsinc sugar, health and nutrition
Milk and milk products play an important role in the diet, and their consumption is
recommended in food-based dietary guidelines around the world (1). A growing body
of scientific evidence has linked dairy consumption as a component of an overall
healthy eating pattern to several health benefits including healthy weight management,
improved dental health and reduced risk of developing several non-communicable
diseases (NCDs) (2) (3). Milk, cheese, and yoghurt are composed of complex structures and are an important source of several key nutrients, such as high-quality protein,
calcium, vitamin B12 and iodine (4). As part of their nutrient-dense package, dairy foods also contain intrinsic lactose, a sugar naturally present in milk.
Lactose is the principal carbohydrate naturally present in all mammalian milk. It is a
disaccharide made up of glucose and galactose monomers. Cow milk contains
approximately 5 g of lactose/100 g (4). It provides energy, participates in cerebral
development of the child (due to the presence of galactose) (5) and assists in the absorption of different nutrients (such as protein, calcium) (6). In addition, lactose has
a low glycemic index (7), is less cariogenic compared to other sugars (8) and recent
studies show that lactose could also have a prebiotic effect in the digestive tract (9, 10).
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Excessive intake of free sugars is linked to non-communicable diseases,
naturally occurring lactose in dairy is not
Many countries have implemented public health measures aimed at lowering populations’ sugar intakes to reduce obesity and overweight and reduce risk of NCDs. Public
health experts generally agree that consuming excess free sugars may have a negative
impact on weight and dental health. However, there is no evidence linking naturally
occurring sugars (such as lactose from dairy products) with NCD risk (6). One reason for
this is likely due to naturally occurring sugars being contained within complex structures
(food matrix) of other beneficial nutrients that together have positive health effects.
According to the World Health Organization (WHO), the term “free sugars” refers to all
monosaccharides and disaccharides added to foods by the manufacturer, cook or
consumer, plus the sugars that are naturally present in honey, syrups and fruit juices (11).
This definition does not include naturally occurring sugars such as lactose in dairy and
fructose in fruit. Naturally occurring sugars were intentionally excluded from the WHO
recommendations due to no reported evidence of adverse effects.

Public health policies should not penalize naturally occurring lactose
The implementation of various dietary strategies or food polices aimed at improving
health locally or regionally, often focus on the total sugar content when evaluating the
healthiness of foods, without differentiating between free and naturally occurring sugars.
It is important that the intent of the policy is considered, and coherence is considered
with other policies such as dietary guidelines. If this is not done, it risks unduly penalizing
nutrient dense nutritious foods such as dairy which contain intrinsic sugars.
Under certain policy or regulatory proposals, such as front of pack labelling, milk products could be unfairly classified as ‘high in sugar’ owing to their natural lactose content if
a total sugar approach is taken. This is unfortunate as lactose, naturally present in milk,
is not associated with adverse health outcomes. Focusing on the total sugar content
of a food does not always fairly depict its contribution to the diet. This is an important
consideration as a single nutrient focus risks misrepresenting the association between
some foods and their positive health outcomes which is not consistent with broader
health strategies designed to reduce the risk of diet related NCDs. Without considering
the intrinsic sugar content of food, certain food sources with a high total sugar content
may be regarded as having a negative impact on health, while they may, in fact, have a
beneficial role when the whole food is taken into account.

Position
Foods are a complex matrix of nutrients, which interact in a multitude of ways to influence
health outcomes. Nutrition is not only about nutrients but also about having a balanced
diet. Therefore, when measures are implemented to fight NCDs, thoughtful consideration should be given to not impede on the promotion of the consumption of nutritious
and healthy foods. Dairy products have long been recognized as an important part of
a balanced diet and this should be taken into account when defining policy measures
intended to lower intakes of nutrients of concern, without discouraging the consumption
of nutrient dense core foods such as milk, milk-based products, cheese and yoghurt.
It is important to consider dairy products in a unique way, giving credit to the important
nutritional properties of their intrinsic lactose content.
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